REVOCA TION OF CLOSURE ORDER

Sub: PCB - TF-HO - M/s. Sri Lalitha Stone Crusher (Formerly M/s. Sri Krishna Granite Metals), R.S.No.10/1A & 2, I.Pangidi (V), Kovuru (M), West Godavari District - Industry requested for revocation of the closure order - Revocation of closure Order - Issued - Reg.

5. The Board officials inspected on 08.01.2018.
6. EAC (TF) Meeting held on 05.02.2018 at Zonal Office, Visakhapatnam.
7. Note file approval by the Chairman on 12.02.2018.

Whereas you are operating a stone crushing unit in the name & style of M/s. Sri Lalitha Stone Crusher (Formerly M/s. Sri Krishna Granite Metals), R.S.No.10/1A & 2, I.Pangidi (V), Kovuru (M), West Godavari District and having capacity of Crushed Stone metal chips of 82 TPD.

Whereas vide reference 1st cited, the Board issued Closure Order to the industry on 01.10.2016 for non-compliance of Board directions / CFO order conditions and operating the crusher without adequate air pollution control equipment and causing air pollution in the surrounding area.

Whereas vide reference 2nd cited, the Board has issued Temporary Revocation of closure order to industry on 22.11.2016 for period of one year i.e. upto 21.11.2017 with following directions:

1. The industry shall submit undertaking to take up all the measures that would be suggested by NPC.
2. Wetting of raw materials shall be compulsorily be undertaken without fail.
3. Premises of the plant shall be maintained sufficiently wet during and after operation hours to ensure that no dust is emitted during piling of vehicles.
4. All the vehicles carrying raw materials from the quarry to the crusher shall be fitted with water spraying system with water tank to ensure that road between crusher and quarry is wet always.
5. The suspended particulate matter measured between 3 m and 10 m from any process equipment of stone crushing unit shall not exceed 600 micrograms/cubic meter.
6. The industry shall comply with CFO conditions and the directions of the Board.

Whereas vide reference 3rd cited, the Board has issued Consent for Operation to the industry on 01.12.2017, which is valid upto 31.07.2027.

Whereas vide reference 4th cited, the industry submitted a representation on 05.01.2018 for permanent revocation of closure order, stating that they have taken adequate pollution control measures.

Whereas vide reference 5th cited, the officials of Regional Office, Eluru has inspected the your industry on 08.07.2018 to verify the status of compliance and submitted latest status of compliance report to Zonal Office, Visakhapatnam. It was reported that the crusher has provided closed enclosure for crushers and vibratory screen, provided closed dust tank for collection of dust: and provided cladding to the dust conveyor, provided water spraying arrangement on raw material carrying conveyor, provided green belt along the boundary of the unit i.e., few cono – corpus plants are planted and 25 mtrs wind breaking wall is provided on southern boundary with a height of 15 ft.
The Order comes into effect from today 16/4/2018

The industry shall comply with the following directives:

1. The industry shall operate the unit with vary CFP on the board
2. The industry shall provide wet suppression system as implemented in M/S. Lattinah Stone Cruiser (W.P.E.P.D. C/L. Koyunnel) and other dust control measures to nullify the damage to the surroundings.
3. The industry shall provide wind breaking wall towards the remaining side's metal fence.
4. The industry shall have high speed dust collection provided for crushing, Vibrocrusher, Selmi, and other dust control measures.
5. The industry shall conform to the 503/1/0/1/14 R. of the Wetland Environmental Protection Committee within one month, Koyunnel (W.P.E.P.D. C/L. Koyunnel) and other dust control measures.
6. The industry shall supply water during loading and unloading of finished material
7. The industry shall ensure the standard of 600 Ripple for SP dumpers at a distance of 10 m from the industry.

Enactment of the Environmental Act, 1987 and under sec 3(4) of the Water (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1972 and under sect 3(14) of the Air (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1986 as amended under sect 3(4) of the Air (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1986 and under sect 3(14) of the Water (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1972

Koyunnel (W.P.E.P.D. C.L.) Koyunnel
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